
Start protecting your users, 
on and off corporate networks

With DNS Filtering from N-able, you get: 

Encourage your employees to create strong 
passwords and limit the use of them

Perform regular cyber-risk assessments to 
spot ill-protected and at-risk assets

Anywhere 
Protection:
The New State 
of Cybersecurity

Cyberattacks never rest. 
Every day brings thousands of new harmful websites. Ever-evolving 
threats like malicious ads, phishing, and drive-by downloads can slip 

past legacy content filtering. Service providers face the constant 
challenge of staying one step ahead of the bad guys and keeping 

workers secure in a WFH world.  The right DNS threat protection can 
help keep users safe no matter where they are.

Advanced DNS Filtering helps protect every click
Take action before your systems are compromised, instead of after.

Strengthen your IT security at these levels:

33 billion
estimated records will be 

stolen by cybercriminals by 20232

50%

16.2 days

80%

of phishing 
websites use HTTPS1

of social engineering attacks 
are  phishing attacks⁴

25%
of businesses have been 
victims of cryptojacking5

the average amount of downtime 
businesses experienced at the end 
of 2019 due to ransomware attacks

$6 trillion
predicted cybercrime 

damages in 2021⁶

DNS Protection
Helps block previously uncategorized 
threats with imagery-based 
anti-phishing tactics

Helps prevent zero day threats using 
advanced scanning technology

Helps mitigate botnet, cryptomining, and 
malware via threat feed augmentation

Helps block malicious websites in real 
time using AI domain categorization

Security threats are on the rise

DNS PROTECTION NETWORK PEOPLE PROCESSES

Processes
Restrict your network access using 
role-based access controls (RBAC)

Set up two-factor authentication and strict 
password policies to help ensure strong 
login security

People
Make sure you have well-informed and 
collaborative individuals on your team

Invest in trainings for your employees 
to recognize common scams

Network
Use an endpoint firewall like 
Windows® Firewall or SonicWall® 
to form a comprehensive security 
system for your network

Real-time, smart identification 
of malicious websites 

Fast, redundant, global 
Anycast network

On-demand, 
drill-down reporting

Multiclient management
from a single platform
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Visit N-able.com

$133k 
on average for a 

ransomware attack3

About N-able
N-able empowers managed services providers (MSPs) to help small and medium enterprises navigate the digital
evolution. With a flexible technology platform and powerful integrations, we make it easy for MSPs to monitor, manage,
and protect their end customer systems, data, and networks. Our growing portfolio of security, automation, and
backup and recovery solutions is built for IT services management professionals. N-able simplifies complex ecosystems
and enables customers to solve their most pressing challenges. We provide extensive, proactive support—through
enriching partner programs, hands-on training, and growth resources—to help MSPs deliver exceptional value and
achieve success at scale.
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Learn more about N-able™ DNS Filtering
or get started with a free trial.
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